is an enabling technology of 5G wireless communication. The performance of an M-MIMO system is highly dependent on the speed and accuracy of obtaining the channel-state information. The computational complexity of channel estimation for an M-MIMO system can be reduced by making use of the sparsity of the M-MIMO channel. In this paper, we propose the hardwareefficient channel estimator based on angle-division multiple access for the first time. Preamble, uplink, and downlink training are also implemented. For further hardware-efficiency consideration, optimization regarding quantization and approximation strategies has been discussed. Implementation techniques, such as pipelining and systolic processing, are also employed for hardware regularity. Numerical results and field-programmable gate array implementation have demonstrated the advantages of the proposed channel estimator.
wireless communication networks any more. As a result, 5G mobile communication technology [2] [3] [4] [5] has been raised up with higher transmission speed, stronger bearing capacity, and a wider range of applications. Massive multiple-input multiple-output (M-MIMO) is one of the key technologies of 5G [6] [7] [8] [9] , owing to its numerous advantages, such as high spectral efficiency, high power efficiency and high robustness. The performance of M-MIMO systems relies heavily on the acquisition of the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) channel state information (CSI). However, the large-scale antenna array of M-MIMO brings new challenges to channel estimation [10] :
• The overhead of training sequence grows due to the increasing number of users while the reuse of training sequence will arouse pilot contamination [11] [12] [13] [14] . • The growing dimension of channel matrices (CMs) or channel covariance matrices (CCMs) makes the complexity and resource consumption of the traditional UL and DL channel estimation algorithm greatly increased, limiting the M-MIMO system to play its superiority. • The amount of CSI that users feed back to the base station (BS) during DL channel estimation is growing with the increase of the number of antennas at the BS, which is a great burden of the feedback channel. • Channel reciprocity makes it easy to acquire DL CSI from UL CSI for time division duplexing (TDD) systems, while the non-reciprocity characteristic causes that the DL channel estimation of frequency division duplexing (FDD) systems cannot be predigested, which is a great burden for user's devices. In order to reduce the computational complexity, we need to take advantage of the low-rank properties of the channel, which can reduce the dimension of CMs and CCMs significantly and acquire the valid information. Many works point out that the directions of arrivals (DOA) as well as the directions of departures (DOD) of propagation signals are limited in a narrow region (i.e., the angle spread (AS) is small) because the BS equipped with large-scale antenna array has to be located on the top of high buildings, which is known as the finite scattering model [15] . Another similar scenario is the mmWave communication, where the channel is naturally sparse and the AS equals 0 [16] . Meanwhile, due to the large-scale antenna array of M-MIMO, the spatial resolution of the BS is significantly improved, which means the BS can distinguish users from different directions more easily so that the representation of channel can be strongly sparse and there are relatively few non-zero elements in related CMs and CCMs. As a result, a lot of new or optimized methods to acquire CSI have been proposed [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , especially for DL channel estimation of FDD system due to its nonreciprocity characteristic. Adhikary et al. [17] proposed an approach under joint spatial division and multiplexing (JSDM) scheme for DL channel estimation of FDD system, where the sparsity of CCMs is exploited and the eigenvalue decomposition (EVD) algorithm is required, which is a challenge for implementation. Nguyen and Ghrayeb [18] proposed a low-rank matrix approximation based on compressed sensing (CS) and solved via a quadratic semi-define programming (SDP), which is novel but far too complex to implement. Rao and Lau [19] deployed a CS-based method called joint orthogonal matching pursuit (J-OMP) with the joint channel sparsity model (JCSM) which utilizes virtual angular domain representation of the CM and limited local scattering in order to reduce the training and feedback overhead. Gao et al. [20] deployed a CS-based method as well as distributed sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (DSAMP) algorithm which is optimized from J-OMP and has a better performance. To this end, we first proposed a transmission strategy based on spatial based expansion model (SBEM) in [23] , which comes from array signal processing theory. This scheme is also known as angle-division multiple access (ADMA) scheme. ADMA scheme has some particular advantages:
• Due to the increased angle resolution of antenna arrays at the BS, the angular information can be easily obtained by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of CMs under ADMA scheme. • The angular information is corresponding to the real directions of users with the array signal processing theory, while the others' methods only have a virtual angular representation. • As a result of the reciprocity brought by the DOA and DOD, the complexity and overhead of DL channel estimation and feedback can be reduced. • The estimation algorithm mainly contains DFT calculation, matrix multiplication, sorting and grouping, which is convenient for implementation. As it has shown in [23] , the performance of ADMA scheme is better than the CS based method from [20] since it suffers from performance loss at certain noisy scenario. The performance of ADMA scheme is better than JDSM scheme from [17] at higher statistical AS which means the users move relatively fast. Since one of the purpose of 5G technology is to improve the quality of wireless communication at high moving speeds, ADMA has a higher tolerance of mobility in order to meet the need of 5G. From the complexity side, both [17] and [20] have a higher complexity than ADMA. In addition, there are also blind and semi-blind estimation methods to be explored. Those methods have higher transmission efficiency because they need fewer (or no) training sequences. But the result of those methods may be not accurate at the start of transmission because the BS needs some time to accumulate channel statistics information. In order to bridge the aforementioned gap between algorithm and implementation, this paper devotes itself in proposing the hardware architecture for channel estimation under ADMA scheme for the first time. Hardware-aware partition of the algorithm is conducted. Our main technical contributions can be listed as follows:
• We propose a hardware-efficient channel estimator under ADMA, which takes the advantage of the sparsity of M-MIMO systems in order to reduce the complexity, save the amount of training sequences, and speed up the channel estimation of large amount of users. • We discuss the approximation of algorithm and transmission strategy as well as the quantization optimization in order to make our channel estimator suitable for hardware implementation. • We propose the first channel estimator architecture with ADMA scheme, successfully achieve higher hardware efficiency and higher processing speed for channel estimation of M-MIMO systems. • We develop an optimized architecture to simplify our original channel estimator, with little performance loss but huge resource reduction and higher hardware efficiency. • We present the FPGA implementation of our ADMA channel estimator on Xilinx Virtex-7 xcvu440-flga2892-2-e, to demonstrate its suitability for 5G wireless. The advantages have been verified by FPGA implementations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II proposes the implementation-aware partition of ADMA algorithm. The hardware-friendly approximation and the simulation results are presented in Section III. The detailed pipelined hardware architecture is presented in Section IV. FPGA implementation is also given in the same section to demonstrate the advantages. Finally, Section V concludes the entire paper.
Notations: The notations employed in this paper are listed in Table I for clearer representation.
II. IMPLEMENTATION-AWARE PARTITION
OF ADMA CHANNEL ESTIMATION Implementation-aware partition of ADMA channel estimation is first conducted in this section. The sparsity of an M-MIMO channel and the transmission strategies are discussed in detail. In addition, The initial idea and analysis of hardware implementation is given.
A. Setting-Up of ADMA
The ADMA scheme is set up in a practical scenario where the base station is equipped with uniform linear antenna array at the top of high buildings, which ensures relatively low influence between users and the base station, as it is shown in Fig. 1 . The distance between users (or scatters) and base station is relatively long, leading to small angle spread of propagation signal at both base station and users' side, which brings about the spasity of this scenario since the angle resolution of the BS is relatively high when the number of antennas is large. Meanwhile, the connection between DOAs/DODs and the FFT of channel vectors is the foundation of the transmission and grouping strategies of ADMA. We'll discuss these in the following part of this section.
For the ease of illustration, we consider a multiuser M-MIMO system, where the BS is equipped with M (M 1) antennas in the form of uniform linear array (ULA) and serves K users. We assume that the number of parameters which the BS can handle is τ . In addition, as we presume that each user is equipped with only one antenna, the CM of user-k can be described as a M × 1 vector h k . From array signal processing theory, the UL channel vector h k of user-k has the form
where P is the number of beamforming rays, α kp is the complex gain of the p-th ray and a(θ kp ) is the array manifold vector which can be expressed as [24] a(θ kp ) = 1, e j 2π d λ sin θ kp , ..., e j 2π d
Remark 1: In this paper, we do not discuss in the situation that users are equipped with multiple antennas or the propagation signal contains multiple subcarriers in orthogonal frequency duplex division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. In fact, the sparsity of the vectors which can be obtained by collecting the row or column of channel matrices. And so do the sparsity of channel matrices of different subcarriers. Therefore, when the sparsity is obtained under ADMA scheme, it can be promoted to plenty of scenarios.
B. Channel Sparsity Revealed by ADMA
To guarantee the performance of the proposed channel estimator, the sparsity revealed by ADMA must be kept during the implementation process. The ADMA presents a sparse channel representation for the channel of an M-MIMO system via the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of channel vector, i.e.,h k . which can be calculated bỹ
For the ease of description, there are two lemmas which can be proved from [23] :
Lemma 1: If P = 1 (i.e., AS is zero) and M → ∞, there will be only one non-zero element inh k and the index of this non-zero element is relative to its DOA or DOD.
Proof: For P = 1, h k can be simplified to h k = α kp a(θ kp ), then the b-th element ofh k can be calculated as
If M → ∞, we can get that
Eq. 5 denotes the relationship between the index of the nonzero element (i.e., b 0 ) inh k and the DOA when M → ∞, which can be described as
Since we have discussed the situation with P = 1 and M → ∞, we can move onto the more complex and realistic scheme:
• when P > 1 and M → ∞, each propagation ray is corresponding to a non-zero element inh k . The index of the middle element is corresponding to the DOA of user-k while the number of the non-zero elements is corresponding to the AS of user-k. • when P = 1 and M is large but finite, the power leakage emerges because the resolution of the BS is relatively limited, which causes that b 0 = Md sin θ k λ is not always an integer. However, there are only a few non-zero elements concentrated around b 0 = Md sin θ k λ since M is large. In fact, M denotes the sample precision of the Discrete Time Fourier Transform (DTFT) of h k in the frequency domain. Since the index of the non-zero elements inh k is corresponding to the DOA and AS of user-k, M can also determine the spatial resolution of the BS. • when P > 1 and M is large but finite, it is similar to the situation with P = 1 and M is large but finite, but the amount of non-zero elements inh k will be larger, which is interrelated to the AS of user-k. From the above we can see that we can simply get a sparse channel representation by applying DFT to the channel vector and pick the non-zero elements with their indexes. In practical scene, since the BS can handle τ (τ M) parameters at most, we can use τ non-zero points of the DFT channel vectorh k instead of all M points to represent the CSI, which can reduce quite a lot of calculating and feedback overhead.
C. Sparsity Enhancer for ADMA
To enhance the channel sparsity under ADMA scheme, we define:
Definition 1: Define (φ k ) as the rotation matrix for user-k which can be expressed as
where φ k ∈ − π M , π M . Then we can add this rotate-operation to the DFT calculating. Defineh ro k as the new channel representation with rotation given bỹ
In this way, we can use less non-zero elements to represent the channel vector. Or in practical scene, the τ non-zero elements we pick will contain more energy of the channel, which is a great benefit for the training overhead. Remark 2: Notice that the rotation is actually the translation ofh k in the frequency domain. Since the spatial resolution of the BS is relatively limited, we can get the sample points aligned with the middle of the peak of the DTFT of h k to the greatest extent via the rotation operation. Since the sampling interval in the frequency domain is π M , it is only necessary to
In this case, we can define the index set to describe the signature of channel vectors with rotation as following:
Definition 2: Define B ro k as the spatial signature of user-k which can be determined according to
Now we have two parameters for each user to be determined under ADMA scheme: φ and B ro . The main benefit of this sparse channel representation is that we only need a few training sequences because users from different directions whose DOAs do not overlap can share the same training sequence. In practical scene, we usually use τ orthogonal training sequence which can make full use of the BS.
Meanwhile, we can explain the transmission strategy under ADMA scheme which can be divided into three stages: the preamble stage, the UL training stage and the DL training stage. The aim of the preamble stage is to collect the two parameters of all users and divide them into different groups according to their spatial signatures. Then in the UL training stage and the DL training stage we can perform faster estimation than conventional channel estimation methods due to the grouping in the preamble stage. The preamble stage is not necessary after each UL and DL training stage and the times for UL and DL training stages after one preamble stage is corresponding to the mobility of users.
D. Preamble Module
In the preamble period, we need to find φ and B ro for each user so that we can allocate all users into different groups in which the index sets, i.e., B ro of users do not overlap each other's.
First we allocate all K users into G groups, each containing τ users as the BS can handle up to τ training sequences. Then we apply the conventional UL training for each group, and the receiving signals matrix of each group in the BS is given by
where
. . , d τ ]} ∈ C τ ×τ and d k = P ut k /Lσ 2 p is used to satisfy the energy constraint (P ut k is the UL training energy constraint of user-k, and σ 2 p is the pilot signal training power), N ∈ C M×L is the additive white Gaussian noise matrix. Then h k can be calculated through linear square (LS) method aŝ
Then we can find φ k and B ro k for each user by adopting Eq. (9). The specific method is discussed in Section III. After that, we need to allocate all users into G ul groups in which the index sets of users do not overlap each other's so that the users in the same group can share the same training consequence, which can be described as
where is a certain guard interval which depends on the tolerance of users for the interference due to pilot reusing. Here we present a grouping strategy that is easy for VLSI implementation in Section IV.
E. UL Training Module
In the UL training, all K users send their training sequences to the BS. The received signals matrix in the BS is given by
So first we extract the channel vector for group-g through a conventional LS method:
Since the two parameters of each user is different, we should extracth k for each user-k through
Finally we can recover theĥ k for user-k bŷ
F. DL Training Module and Its Reciprocity
Based on the reciprocity of ADMA, the DL CSI can be easily obtained from the UL training as shown in [23] . The reciprocity of ADMA comes from that the propagation path of electromagnetic wave is reciprocal. As a result, the DOA (DOD) of DL signal is the same as the DOD (DOA) of the UL signal. Assume that the DL spatial signature of user-k is B ro k which can determined by the UL spatial signature B ro k by applying Eq. (6):
where q and q are the elements in B ro k and B ro k , while λ ul and λ dl denote the UL and DL carrier wavelengths. Since sin θ kp is a monotonic function with θ kp ∈ − π 2 , π 2 , the minimum and maximum elements of B ro k and B ro k have an one-to-one correspondence, i.e.,:
The DL training is mostly the same with UL training except the Grouping strategy. In DL training module, since users with identical spatial signatures can be carried out with the same beamforming vectors simultaneously, they can share the same training sequence. Meanwhile, users whose spatial signatures do not overlap each other's can share the same training sequence, which is the same with the UL training Grouping strategy. As a result, we denote our DL training strategy in two steps. First we allocate users with identical spatial signatures into the same cluster. Then we allocate these clusters in to different groups through Eq. (12) . The rest of transmission and estimation is the same with the UL training module.
With the successful algorithm partition, we are now able to carry out the detailed implementation-aware algorithm optimization and module-wise architecture design as follows. 
III. APPROXIMATION AND QUANTIZATION
For simulations, the normalized mean square error (MSE), which is also called average individual MSE in [23] , is calculated as follows:
For comparison, the system parameters are set as: M=128, K = 32, L = 64, τ = 16, θ k ∈ {−48.59 • , −14.48 • , 48.59 • , 14.48 • } and θ k = 2 • , which are consistent with those in [23] .
A. Approximation for Sliding Window Method
Xie et al. [23] proposed a basic way to find B ro k for user-k by adopting a one dimensional search over φ k = − π M , π M and for each possible φ k by sliding a window of size τ over the M elements inh k to determine B ro k that maximizes the channel power ratio. However, there are two main problems if we operate through this method. The first one is that searching over φ k = − π M , π M can not be carried out since it is a continuous interval. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding MSE of the simulations with N separate elements we choose in the − π M , π M . As we can see from that, the MSE of N = 3 is nearly the same as those of N > 3, so N = 3 turns out to be suitable for VLSI implementation.
The second problem is that this method will introduce quite a lot latency and increase the computation complexity as the accumulator and divider are needed. Here we have some approximations to lower the complexity:
• The first one is to find the maximum element in |h ro k | for each possible φ k and determine the best b ro k and φ k for user-k from the largest elements of all the possible φ k . • The second one is to find the maximum element and the second largest element in |h ro k | and calculate the quadratic sum of the largest two elements for each possible φ k . Determine the best b ro k and φ k from the largest quadratic sum of all the possible φ k (the index b ro k will be the mean value of the indexes of the largest two elements in |h ro k | with φ k ). • The third one is to find the maximum element in |h ro k | and calculate the quadratic sum of τ continuous elements which center on the maximum element for each possible φ k . Determine the best b ro k and φ k from the largest quadratic sum of all the possible φ k (the index b ro k comes from the largest elements in |h ro k | with φ k ). Fig. 3 shows the MSE increase for the approximations above. It is obvious that the performance of the third approximation is nearly the same as the basic method with a divider economized. Meanwhile, the performance loss of the first or the second method is higher but relatively acceptable with only one or two comparators needed.
B. Quantization Scheme
For quantization, the variables are quantified with 1 sign bit, p integral bits, and q fractional bits which is expressed as fixed [1, p, q] . The width of integer p is usually determined by the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the data. But in our algorithm the largest data must be less than 2 p since the channel state information contains the largest element in |h ro k |. Due to the mess of generated data, here we show the statistics of large amount of the largest data of h k ,h ro k and |h ro k | in Fig. 4 in order to determine p. According to our statistics, the largest data lies in h ro k and is less than 2 8 so that the width of integral part of variables is set as 8.
In order to determine the width of fractional part of the variables, the corresponding MSE of double floating and fixed simulations are illustrated in Fig. 5. From Fig. 5 the MSE of fixed [1, 8, 6] and fixed [1, 8, 7] simulation keep almost the same, with a slight degradation compared with the double floating simulation. However, the MSE of fixed [1, 8, 5] simulation is a relatively far from double floating simulation. As a result, the quantization scheme with fixed [1, 8, 6 ] may be preferred for hardware implementation.
IV. PIPELINED ARCHITECTURE
For channel estimation under ADMA scheme, the operations are conducted on the M-dimensional vectors and matrices, where M is large. For low-complexity and high processing speed, the pipelined architecture is demonstrated in Fig. 6 . In addition, the quantization scheme with "fixed [1, 8, 6] " is employed, together with φ k = {− π M , 0, π M }, respectively. Our design has two stages controlled by a 1-to-2 switch. Stage 1 consists of pre-treatment module, preamble processing 
A. Module Design 1) Pre-Treatment Module:
The pre-treatment module can be reused since preamble module and UL-estimation module are processed in different time slots. Pre-treatment module consists of data buffer and LS-based estimation module. The LS-based estimation module corresponding to Eq. (11) can be implemented by a systolic structure [25] whose data flow graph is shown in Fig. 8 , which is an efficient processing method for matrix-vector multiplication. The processing element (PE) performs one complex multiplication and one complex addition. Each PE is corresponding to one element of training sequence s k and one column of receiving data matrix Y so that the data buffer is needed to get the data transmission proper because Y is received by column (i.e., we receive M elements in one column of Y in one clock period).
2) Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) Module: Eq. (3) can be divided into two steps. One is a diagonal matrix and vector multiplication which can be implemented by a complex multiplier and a -generator which outputs the diagonal elements of (φ k ) in pipeline. The other is DFT which can be implemented by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) processors, reducing the computational complexity to O(Mlog 2 M). These are plenty of structures of FFT which emphasize either higher processing speed or less resources overhead [26] [27] [28] . For higher hardware efficiency, the single-path feedback pipelined hardware architecture is employed as it is shown in Fig. 9 , where the number of registers is the smallest as a result of the application of multiplexers. Fig. 11 . Merging network structure of N -element sorting. Fig. 12 . The processing schedule for the system. The orange solid line stands for the start time of each stage while the orange dotted line stands for the time delay compared with the previous timestamp. Processing time of each module can be calculated through these timestamps, which is contained in Table III . Here the processing time of Up-link grouping module is T 2 − T 1 = D 1 + D 2 . D 1 = log 2 K (log 2 K + 1)/2 is the latency of sorting module and D 2 = K + τ is the latency of grouping module.
3) Up-Link Grouping Module:
In the Up-link Grouping module, there are two main submodules: sorting and grouping. The sorting module is implemented by merging network [29] in pipeline which is shown in Fig. 11 . This sorting network is mainly based on recursion, merging from 2-element comparison to N-element comparison (assuming log 2 N is a positive integer). Meanwhile, the merger-N module is a combination of symmetric comparing network and two bitonic sorter of N/2 elements. Then the bitonic sorter-N/2 can be implemented by a half cleaner-N/2 module and two bitonic sorter-N/4. The grouping module is implemented by a systolic structure shown in Fig. 10 where each comparing PE is corresponding to a group and decide if the latest input b ro k is suitable for the group by comparing it with the latest b ro l in this group. Since the outputs of sorting module is paralleled and the input of grouping module is serial, a parallel-to-serial module is necessary.
Remark 3: Notice that the grouping messages are sent to users through a independent feedback channel which is not contained in our hardware design. 4) Up-Link Estimation Module: In the Up-link estimation module, the implementation of Eq. (15) is a combination of a complex multiplier, an FFT module and an extraction module. Besides, the implementation of Eq. (16) consists of an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) module and a complex multiplier. Due to the sparsity ofh k , the IFFT module can be treated as an M × τ matrix and τ × 1 vector multiplication which can be implemented by systolic structure which consists of τ PEs for higher efficiency.
B. Optimized Architecture Without Rotation
As we can see from the Fig. 6 , the FFT modules of preamble processing module and Up-link estimation module could be reused since they are not deployed at the same time. However, the spatial signatures of users in the same group are different, leading to the waste of FFT module. Here we find that we can simply omit the rotation operations as the architecture shown in Fig. 7 , which reuses the FFT module and reduces the number of FFT modules from τ + K to τ , saving the resources a lot.
C. Processing Schedule and Overhead Analysis
For channel estimation under ADMA scheme, the timing of the entire design is shown in Fig. 12 , where T s is the clock cycle. we can see that each module is processed in pipeline except the UL-grouping module. The timing of the optimized architecture without rotation is the same with it is shown in Fig. 12 . The resource statistics of each module is listed in Table II . In addition, the latency and processing time of each module is listed in Table III . Here, "Latency" is associated with one data package, and "Processing time" is associated with M data packages. Notice that P is an integer II   RESOURCE COST OF THE PROPOSED ESTIMATOR   TABLE III   LATENCY AND PROCESSING TIME   TABLE IV FPGA IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS between 0 and M − 1 which is determined by the spatial signature of each user.
D. FPGA Implementation Results and Analysis
In order to demonstrate the advantage of channel estimation under ADMA scheme, our architectures are implemented with Xilinx Virtex-7 Ultrascale vu440-flga2892-2-e FPGA. Table IV . We can see that the omission of rotation operations brings us 54% reduction in LUTs, 57% reduction in registers, 55% reduction in block RAMs and 60% reduction in DSPs. And for the timing constraints, since the critical path lies in the FFT module, the maximum frequency of these two architecture can both reach 217.39 megahertz.
From the implementation results above, we can give the suggestion on the thoughts of rotation: although this proposal is innovative in theory and can improve the accuracy of ADMA scheme, it may not suitable for applications considering hardware complexity and efficiency.
Remark 4: Here we also compare the complexity of JDSM in [17] and CS method in [20] theoretically in order to show the hardware-friendly property of ADMA:
• [20] apply the channel estimation directly at frequency domain, which means it needs LS estimation and FFT just the same as ADMA. There are two loop structure in this method. One is CS based adaptive CSI acquisition scheme, which needs matrix-vector multiplication whose complexity is O(Mi ) at the i -th loop. The other loop is DSAMP algorithm, which need matrixvector multiplication whose complexity is O(Mi ) at the i -th loop for two times. The number of loops are not certain since there're several halting criteria. So the complexity mainly increases from the these two loops compared with ADMA.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the hardware-efficient channel estimator based on ADMA scheme is first proposed. The corresponding optimizations on quantization and approximation are presented as well. To achieve high efficiency and low complexity, the pipelining technique and systolic structure have been employed to tailor the architecture for regularity. Finally, FPGA implementations are given. Suggestions on the choice of rotation are listed. Future work will be directed towards its application in our 5G Cloud Testbed. Xiaohu You (F'12) received the B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. degrees in electrical engineering from the Nanjing Institute of Technology, Nanjing, China, in 1982 , 1985 , and 1989 , respectively. From 1987 to 1989 , he was a Lecturer with the Nanjing Institute of Technology. Since 1990, he has been with Southeast University, first as an Associate Professor and then as a Professor. His research interests include mobile communications, adaptive signal processing, and artificial neural networks with applications to communications and biomedical engineering. 
